
Money can buy happiness in Play’n GO’s Prosperity Palace

5th October 2017 – Players can enjoy life to the fullest at the Prosperity Palace, Play’n GO’s latest serene video slot.

Packed with Asian cultural heritage, the 5-reel video slot offers 10 fixed paylines to players as they seek out the palace garden’s great riches.

Accompanied by the lucky twins, players are also assisted by the jade dragon symbol acting as a wild, and the Golden Buddha, which can be
both a wild and a giver of free spins when three appear on the gameboard simultaneously.

Players can also maximise their pleasure and prosperity by matching koi and various other symbols on the grid, as well as in the optional
Gamble round by correctly guessing the colour or suit of a random card.

Johan Törnqvist, CEO of Play’n GO, said: “Players can remove themselves from the stresses of their day-to-day lives and enjoy the peaceful
Prosperity Palace which boasts the smart mechanics and vibrant graphics that you can expect from all Play’n GO games.

“This slot is the latest addition to our award-winning and extensive gaming content. We expect players to hugely enjoy the tranquil game world
and the great riches on offer to them.

Play’n GO is a leading omni-channel developer of slots, with recent successful titles including Mermaid’s Diamond and Moon Princess both
proving huge hits in the short time since their launch.

It’s flagship grid slot Viking Runecraft has also been nominated for the EGR Game of the Year 2017, which will be announced later in October.

About Play’n GO

Play’n GO is an award-winning supplier of high quality gaming content to many of the world’s leading casino brands.  Their genuine omni-
channel solution can be tailored to suit the needs of individual online and land-based partners, regardless of geographical, regulatory, or
market-specific requirements. Their games are developed in HTML5 to provide an enhanced user experience on all devices and operating
systems. They are complemented by superior back-office administration tools which provide expansive reporting and marketing capabilities,
ensuring operators are equipped to provide the ultimate gaming experience. The supplier’s extensive portfolio was recently recognised by the
award of the IGA Slot Provider of the Year 2017 title. For more information about Play’n GO, who have offices in Sweden, Malta, Hungary, and
the UK, please visit http://www.playngo.com.


